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Scott Macmillan will conduct Nova Sinfonia in the premiere of his composition SummuS, Symphony No. 1, in Faith Tabernacle, Halifax, Monday (Jan. 28) at 7:30.

MMaaccmmiillllaann  ttoo  uunnvveeiill  lloonngg--ffiinniisshheedd  ppiieeccee  MMoonnddaayy

Halifax guitarist-composer Scott Macmillan loves to improvise. He also loves to compose. And he loves mathematics. He also
exercises his compositional muscles by writing 12-tone canons, and making up musical palindromes.

But he loves to play jazz too, and no matter how complicated he makes the materials with which he builds his music, how
mathematical the “clothesline” that supports the emotion, as he calls it, the music has to swing.

If it aint got that swing it don’t mean a thing, he says, with a nod to Duke Ellington.

“That’s the bottom line. It’s got to Go,” he told Dalhousie music prof Jerome Blais’s composition students in the basement of the
Dalhousie Arts Centre this week during a lecture on his symphony.

He received a Canada Council grant to “build” his first symphony. He finished it 10 years ago but it has never been performed
outside of a private read-through by Symphony Nova Scotia. The title of the symphony, SummuS, reads the same forwards and
backwards.

Macmillan will conduct Nova Sinfonia in the premiere of SummuS, Symphony No. 1, in Faith Tabernacle (opposite Sobeys on
Windsor Street) Monday night at 7:30.

So what do you do if you’ve got this idea of writing a piece based on the palindrome, a collection of letters, or words, or in this case,
notes or pitches, which read the same backwards as they do frontwards?

Fun as they are as musical mathematical puzzles, and much as they may delight you personally, you still need to make the music
swing.

“You have fun with it,” he says. “You play with it. Then you work on it. I wrote it in four sessions in Cape Breton up at the house” —
the home near Mabou that he shares with his wife and professional partner Jennyfer Brickenden.

“I was so elated to receive a Canada Council Grant to go out in the woods to write music,” Macmillan said of that time in the winter
of 2002-03.

The first session was a kind of purging of ideas. “I scatted a lot of music, wrote it all out, just sort of made a whole bunch of noises
out in the trees — just mouth, no guitar; I didn’t want to restrict myself to playing blues licks, so I scatted in the air.”

“I had a little dictaphone so I recorded it, spent two days recording the notes as I walked, then four days writing them all out.”
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During one of those sessions he discovered the “chromatic wedge,” a scale or a note row in which each note increases by a
semitone from the one it followed. Starting with a semitone, the next note would be two semitones away, the next three semitones
and so on. After about six notes he could run it backwords, like a palindrome.

Later, as he worked with this material, he found, not surprisingly, that he had put himself into a box. Not a problem. “The way I work I
like to put myself in a box,” he said, “to restrict myself and then within the box start to free myself up.”

Mamillan enjoys the challenge. He says it keeps him from being too free.

So he built his first symphony, which was written 10 years ago, mostly in Cape Breton, after a wild walk in the woods in the snow. It
is five movements long with a hymn-like tune at the end of the fifth movement, the longest, which he thinks of as almost a sixth
movement.

The titles of the movements are all palindromes: Don’t Nod, Drawn Inward, I Saw I Was I, Never Odd Or Even, and Drawn Onward.

Four of Macmillan’s shorter compositions, plus Bach’s Prelude from Cello Suite No. 1, performed by Jamie Gatti on solo electric
bass, complete the program.

(spedersen@ns.sympatico.ca)
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